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“You‘re a monster!”
How to embrace public criticism of your research, 











about 10 years of research in 
theoretical, experimental neuroscience (Germany, France, Portugal)
Animal experiments, in juvenile rats:
basic research on audio-tactile integration
Animal experiments, in zebrafish larvae:
basic research on visuomotor circuits
+ lectures (mathematics, data analysis)
+ science communication
Computational neuroscience:
basic research on haemodynamics, neural networks
Molecular research:
mechanical force-balance biochips in drug development
1 | Animal research, in principle, is useful.
2 | It also raises tough ethical questions.
My position on animal experiments
3 | Scientists, staff and students know more than most others,
have responsibility to share, and be held accountable.
We conclude that most experiments are morally justified.
Others disagree, for often non-trivial reasons.
Most others, however, simply are at a loss… or they don’t care.
Institutions, more often than not,
struggle to shoulder this responsibility.
With or without us, the public debate is happening.
PR campaigners are having a field day
“10 reasons to protest
animal experiments”

Effective channels of communication
Pro-Test Deutschland e.V.
Pro-Test Deutschland e.V.
A bunch of individuals…
…showing their names and faces.
www.pro-test-deutschland.de





Hosted by YouTube channel “mailab”
Traditional media
Scientific journals & conferences
What we need to do
Enable a more enlightened debate.
Provide facts and figures to fuel the debate – not to “win” it.
Establish a personal rapport, share thoughts and feelings.
Earn the trust of others.
No fuzziness or euphemisms, clearly voicing our own opinion.
Stay intellectually honest, never oversimplify.
Open-minded, respectful, diverse opinions within.
You.
Pro-Test Deutschland e.V.
florian.dehmelt @
info @
pro-test-deutschland.de
